
The Pixelated Woman: A feminist Reading of Post-internet Art and the New 

Aesthetic  

 In recent years popular art discourse has repeatedly churned out critical 

responses to the widespread assimilation of the internet into modern society. Post-

internet art, acts as a umbrella term for artists working in digital media with a 

reflection upon it’s digitalisation and lack of materiality. Spitting out the modern 

zeitgeist in an endless stream of glitches, post-internet artists are obsessed by the 

complex and flawed relationships between the individual, Technology and 

surveillance. James Bridle (the founder of the blog “The New aesthetic”) describes 

this artistic shift as “an eruption of the digital into the physical.”  The New Aesthetic 1

emerges as a strand within post-internet art however the two are not necessarily co- 

dependant. However many post-internet artworks lean either implicitly of explicitly 

towards The New Aesthetic’s critique. The “New Aesthetic” presents us with modern 

imagery or “theory objects” formed by technological, spatial, political and legal 

structures which are publicly accessed through the internet. Presenting this 

technology of seeing also provides a reflection on how we engage with these new 

technologies of seeing. As Bridles argues it reproduces “the structure and disposition 

of the network itself, as a form of critique” . The politics of these movements often go 2

undiscussed as works are often received on a purely aesthetic basis. Yet as 

movements which essentially discuss the wider of issue of the nature of 

representation, the political implications of their visual presence cannot be ignored. 

In this essay I want to interrogate how feminist discourses function within these new 

movements. How do they deal with the representation of women and by extension 

other oppressed groups? What are the politics of the shifting nature of the viewer 

and the represented subject? How do real and virtual bodies interact politically?  

So far, “The New Aesthetic” is a discourse that ultimately remains within in the 

context of the internet. On the issues of authorship and origin, It lacks a material 
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“singularity in time and space”.  It also only uses networked images and videos 3

which document the physical manifestation of digital imagery (such as digital glitches 

in electronic music or 8bit pixels used in fashion design). But there’s a paradox in the 

political specificities of “The New Aesthetic”. The networked images used on the blog 

are undecidable (being fixed to no particular event) yet they simultaneously acts a 

self-contained reflection upon the history of it’s own medium (the internet) whilst 

never emerging into a physical history. It’s commentary reads as an visual extension 

of Benjamin’s “The work of art in the age of mechanical reproduction” as the aura is 

further lost, these virtual artefacts function as a reminder of what Debord later 

described as late-capitalisms “incessant technological renewal” . Depicted objects 4

simultaneously document their own apparition and dispersion (of cultural relevancy) 

whilst always remaining within the a-temporality of the online world.  

Erica Scourti’s piece “SO LIKE YOU” (Fig.1) uses Google’s “search by image” 

function to connect her analogue photographic history with a digital world. She 

primarily questions what value a personal snap-shot has once uploaded onto a 

larger cloud of image data; In this process also asking questions surrounding the 

authenticity of the material self running parallel. The “Similar Image Function” groups 

images together using an advanced form of meta-data analysis, organising them 

together based on their aesthetic similarity. This function works outside images 

previous ties of author, date and time. Photographs are not linked by a perceived 

original experience and a body depicted is not isolated to this event. Instead a new 

online social body is dispersed across an atemporal, aesthetic history. This shift in 

historical perception could be critical to a feminist discourse of representation. 

Although linear historical time often writes women out of history, a lack of any 

material historical trace changes the way we can track real events. When the body 

represented in an image is untraceable to an event, are we also forgetting the 

material conditions which have upheld women’s oppression. Could it come more 

difficult to reclaim women’s history when our methods of documentation have 
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becomes increasingly opaque? Counter-hegemonic forces such as Hennessy’s 

notion of bodily “experience'  could loose scope to function.  5

 

Fig.1: Erika Scourti, So Like You, 2014, Photographer’s Gallery, Brighton Photo 

Biennial. 

Erica Scourti discusses the move into and age of “post-authenticity” where digital 

files can be “Sencere yet not authentic” . Image files are sourced by an electronic 6

device which picks up meta-data on an image and uses it accordingly. This meta-

data is used to increase the usefulness of a file but also relies on a reification of 

language structures to describe a file’s content. Although the device remains 

“Sincere” in it’s intentions to expand the use function of a file; there is no indication of 

the disjunction between what we see and what the device sees (as viewers arrive 

most frequently with just an an image).  
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A reduction of language structures is also enabled by how we most commonly 

access information online (search engines for example). If we search the word 

“feminism” in YouTube, based on recent hits, the internet phenomenon of MRAs 

often reaches us before videos containing actual feminist thought. The logic of 

youtube/twitter/facebook is defined by an endless search for hits; replicating 

capitalism endless self- promotion. Under this system of statistic sourcing which 

picks up the speed of a phenomenon and propels it further, words such as 

“feminism” are hijacked in their historical struggle for applied meanings. Meta-data 

has the potential to generalise women’s history; reducing feminism’s theoretical 

complexities to an aesthetic crisis in which hash-tagged slogan’s and de-

contextualised networked images and come to swallow up the shifting meanings of 

words. Essentially, a computer logic which we have designed (“The New Aesthetic”) 

has come to dictate how we process history. Bridle argues that this aesthetic turn is 

brought about by a "new nature” ; a technological echo of Barthes’s “naturalisation" 7

of language “a generalised image hides behind a veil of “nature” and results in an 

emptying of reality and individual agency” .  8

Hannah Black’s video piece All Your Relations in This System of Alienation (Fig. 2), 

acts in counterpoint to Scourti’s So Like you. It demonstrates how a recorded image 

can be authentic (in that it’s origin can be placed) yet also completely insincere; 

specifically looking at how language can be manipulated by machine logic. Although 

this piece is not strictly Post-internet, it could be argued it’s part of the New Aesthetic 

as it makes visible the aesthetic frame work produced by technology. Black uses 

actors in what look like a reality TV type set to read out the same lines in an endless 

number of emotional variations. The camera cuts in and out of the scenes at 

unexpected times and angles. Here Black is not so much making a critique of the 

older film format, but instead the naturalised screen with which it’s now framed. 

While a polaroid may have multiple possible contexts, the assumed context of a 

laptop screen is inseparable from the screenshot. As an exclusively digital piece of 

video art, Hannah Black’s critique is inseparable from the digital device. She 

uncovers how the opacity of language is heightened by the internet; a space where 
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information seemingly exists all in the same place and the distinctions between real 

experience and fiction are blurred. This work highlights the difficulties of forming a 

coherent verbal resistance within systems of technology. However she also connects 

this to the wider historical struggle in which economic and technological systems 

have alienated groups from forming a dialectic.  

As a fundamental concern of this essay, we must examine how women artists 

function within the relatively new worlds of Post-internet Art and “The new Aesthetic”. 

James Briddle argues that the “New Aesthetic is concerned with everything that is 

not visible” in new technologies of seeing. However also how these blind spots are 

“inseparable from them, and without which they would not exist”. Under his own 

theory, a screenshot image of “The New Aesthetic” blog in which women contributors 

are virtually non-existent would function as a portrait of the male-dominance of the 

art and technology worlds. Women artist are an obvious visual minority in Net-Art 

shows; and receive little mainstream coverage in technology journals and 

publications. However bridle seems open to this criticism. He argues that “The New 

Aesthetic”’s detached (yet ultimately truthful) reflection is In fact a fertile breeding 

ground for intersectional politics due to its replication of structures of seeing in the 

“form of critique” . The issue with this is a lack of specificity discussing how an 9

intersectionality might work. This results in the “New Aesthetic” being received within 

a political sphere but without being actively politicised within itself. Triptree discusses 

post-internet artists as part of the emerging generation of the “digital native”. He 

vaguely states that their visibility “may or may not be “correlated with age, race, 

class, gender, and geographical location.” . This ambiguous statement is an 10

example of the ideological distancing of technology from social politics. Here the 

viewer or the individual is somehow removed from the politics of the “New 

Aesthetic”’s content. Although as a public user it can be difficult to gather data about 

gender usage online, post-internet art that is authored can act as a mirror to power 

structures. An artist’s gendered perspective can provide a comment upon upon how 

digital reality processes gender.  
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Hannah Black comes from a queer, black feminist perspective, and in her piece My 

Bodies (Fig 3.) she discusses the relationship between our digital selves and our 

material bodies. She imagines a process of reincarnation to refer to the process of 

moving in and out of a virtual, online submergence- the initial act of “Logging in” 

being like a death. She hints at how submergence into a virtual world temporarily dis-

lodges your gender as your material existence falls away. She then poses the 

question how do you return to your body? This ultimately reminds us that real, 

material bodies still exist and are still practically function as a “site  

  

Fig. 2: Hannah Black , All Your Relations In This System of Alienation.  

where regimes of discourse and power inscribe themselves” . By contrasting The 11

faces of White CEO’s with the voices of Black american women soul-singers (singing 

about their bodies) an irony is revealed in the disparate manner in which bodies are 

valued based on race, gender and sexuality. The video also works as a comment 

upon the notion of online gender-annoyminity, suggesting it as an unstable construct. 

This notion ignores social and economic conditions which inform the gender-

enscibed body which entirely mediate an individuals relationship with technology. 

Artists and Theorist Jennifer Chan writes “While the potentials for self-curation of a 

gender-neutral or fluid persona are boundless in an online profile, arguments about 

technologically determined fluidity between genders do not resolve conventional 
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myths attached to women and technology.”  Referring back to Bridles comment 12

upon the intersectional potentials of the New Aesthetic, it feels important to suggest 

that such an intersectionality can best be read by looking to those of us who are 

working from outside a position of privilege. To suggest the New Aesthetic has an 

innately intersectional approach, would be to suggest that it can maintain a 

necessary critical impact from any social positioning. This position essentially 

removes technology rom the political sphere.  

The representation of women and other oppressed groups by post-internet artists 

often works within a detached framework; creating a judgement of a representation 

as if the author is somehow detached from that representation. Representations of 

hyper sexualised and disembodied women are often casually used to represent a 

technological void; a paradox in phenomenal meaning. This suspiciously echoes the 

surrealist's baggaged vision of the woman as a symbolic portal into the unknown in 

which the image of the woman is hijacked by male artists. Jon Rafman’s and 

Oneohtrix Point Never collaboration on Still Life (BetaMale) (Fig. 4) is a nihilistic 

voyage into the rabbit hole of online consumption. The “feminine” depicted in the 

video take the form of pornographic human/animal/cartoon hybrids; functioning 

solely as digital blips to satisfy fetishistic desires. Raffman uses a method of visual 

(specifically pornographic) excess to replicate an aspect of compulsive human 

desire. In an infinite repetition of this desire, (through the networked image) a 

reduced conception of gender in a subject is both replicated and distanced rom the 

material self. Andrea Crespo argues the depicted sensory-detached apparatus 

“mediates, complicates, and likely crystallises relations in a particular way”  which 13

becomes a “meditation of normative desire”. And within this meditation the woman 

still acts as a historical blindspot. Not only is her lived subjectivity invisible but the 

hollow symbol which claims to represent her is synonymous with the advertisement, 

the pop-up (a portal into escapist consumption within capitalist structures). The 

internet has in part reaffirmed the woman as a sensory product; reducing the 

complexities of her material conditions of gendered oppression.  
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Fig.3. Hannah Black, My Bodies, Video, 2013. 

As a possible antidote to this, Jennifer Chan explores queer perspectives for her 

piece "**.*XXX* EXTRA CREDIT ***a TOTAL jizzfest*** (fig.5). She uses the same 

format of Still Life (BetaMale) by contrasting found animation clips with real-life 

imagery; discuss the seepage of a virtual world into socially constructed structures of 

desire. Her work runs counterpointal to Raffman, being alternatively concerned with 

the simulation of a digital desire as opposed to the detached depiction of one. Her 

stance is not critical but seeks to explore the new possibilities in the formation of 

online gender structures. Again her works are saturated in notions of excess within 

an animated un-reality. Like Raffman she depicts layered and de-contextualised 

hentai animation. In this sense Raffman and Chan are working within the same 

imaged dystopian sphere. The issue is still that Raffman is working from a privileged 

gender position. However this begs the question; how is gender re-inscribed with the 

digital placement of imagery? As Crespo argues, a gender- binary is definitely 

crystallised in the image itself. However how do we align the digital disembodied 

binary with the lived gender of the viewer interacting with the image. To come closer 

to answer we must interrogate the complex issues of authorship of imagery within 

the digital realm of networked images. Using Networked images “The New Aesthetic” 

reveals the politics of seeing; the power in watching and helplessness in being 

watched. Could the reverse also apply? Does it uncover the helpnessless in 

watching and the power in being watched? Historically women have been 

represented through a physical and a psycho-dynamic surveillance under the male 



gaze. However the gaze appears to shift with new technologies. If so, there is 

potential for feminist concerns to be understood by the privileged viewer by 

experiencing the position of both the watcher and the watched. Raffman also uses 

only found, networked images; these images exist everywhere all at once, 

accessible from any point in the network, they are not a pre-given and instead they 

“must be extracted out of an endless stream of data and re-inserted into sequences 

and processes, acting as a connector between signifying chains, power flows and 

situations.” . This creates a destabilisation of the author- audience paradigm in 14

which the viewer is simultaneously a “viewer and performer of the image” . It could 15

be argued this acts as a queering of authorship, wherein the assumed 

heteronormative spectator also performs in the othered gender that is perceived in 

the online image. This however could only function if this queering is intentional and 

referenced explicitly (something which Raffman hasn’t done).  

Bridle himself never shies away from politics. He argues ”Technology is political. 

Everything is political. If you cannot perceive the politics, the politics are being done 

to you.” . Whereas this is true, we could ask for more from Briddle.. We could argue 16

for an art form which both perceives and creates politics. “The New Aesthetic” could 

join forces with post-internet artists who imagine new virtual worlds; creating active 

sites for subversion and well as criticism. Much of the criticism of the “New Aesthetic” 

is focused on it’s location; it’s often claimed that it’s socially disengaged because it’s 

not physically inhabited and only exists within the form it critiques. However this can 

be viewed in the light of “the social turn” in politicised art. Claire Bishop  
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Fig.4: Jon Raffman,StillLife (Beta Male) Video ,2013.  

Argues with this turn "Emphasis is shifted away from the disruptive specificity of a 

given work and onto a generalized set of moral precepts”  here the location of the 17

artwork is arranged into a hierarchical value- system in which interactive artworks 

are perceived to have a more profound social engagement that other forms. There 

are of course just as many issues that arrive with social performative work which 

often relies on the unpaid labour of participants, promoting a neoliberal stance on the 

arts. It seems to be more important to feminism to consciously align women’s spaces 

throughput the material and digital worlds as opposed to placing them within a value 

system. We can argue for the “New Aesthetic”’s critique to be actively backed up by 

inter-sectional feminist theory which can be distributed both physically and digitally. 

There is also value in returning to issues of authorship within this field and 

embarking on a conscious queering of online authorship. If we Look to Crespo’s 

most recent exhibition Somatic Systems (Fig. 6), we find a multi-media display of 

works engaging with both dystopia and utopia. A conscious queering of authorship 

which works within both physical and digital mediums. Her work is political through 

it’s creative propositions yet does not re-affirm a “generalised set of moral precepts” 

instead it imagines. This kind of imagination is what we need in the virtual world. We 
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need to push ourselves beyond the assimilated comfort zones of the internet to 

confront and uncover it’s vast expanse of unexplored realities. 

 

Fig.6: Andrea Crespo, Somantic Systems, Video and Mixed Media Installation, 

Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin, 2015. 
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